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Sell smart
Profit more
Deliver  
perfect quality



5 reasons to be a Silco distributor!

Seamless cooperation with the manufacturer and a visionary developer

Exceptional cost-effectiveness

Unparalleled reliability with our top-grade products

Invaluable transfer of knowledge

Dynamic marketing support for unmatched impact

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

You cooperate with the manufacturer and developer, meaning that you have access to advanced and 
innovative products that open doors to new customers.

You can order from a comprehensive range of products from multiple brands in a large central 
warehouse. This way you lower the costs of purchase and optimise your inventory. Exclusive 
distributor rights secure your position in the marketplace.

By using quality raw materials, accurate quality control and advanced technological 
procedures, we ensure the satisfaction of your customers - expert car-body painter 
workshops.

As part of the Silco academy, you have access to new technical skills. You receive 
technical support and training in Silco’s development and training centre. Also available are 
presentations at your premises and the premises of your customers.

Posters, catalogues and fliers in your language ensure easier marketing activities.  
You can reward your selected customers with various promotional items.



Sustainable
Green is the colour we love!

SILCO is dedicated to sustainable practices by reducing energy and water use, 
improving production efficiency, and using more renewable energy. The com-
pany aims to minimize waste and promotes recycling and reusing materials. 
Developing eco-friendly products and ensuring safety is a priority. SILCO is 
committed to collaborations that posivitely impact the environment, soci-
ety, and business.



Energy and Water Efficiency
Reducing consumption and improving production processes.

Renewable Energy
Increasing the use of sustainable energy sources.

Circular Economy
Minimizing waste and maximizing recycling and reuse.

Sustainable Products
Developing solutions to reduce environmental impact.

Safety and Environmental Protection
Ensuring user safety and minimizing ecological harm.

Collaborative Transformation
Engaging all stakeholders in sustainable change.
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Packaging
Maximizing product value with 
extended durability and shelf life

Silco's cans are built with a thicker,  
sturdier 0.24 mm aluminium.
Benefit: Our cans are tougher and 
more resilient compared to others on 
the market (0.21-0.22 mm).

We provide clear compatibility information 
for our products, ensuring trouble-free use.
Benefit: Easily identify suitable hardeners 
and clear coats, avoiding compatibility 
issues.

Associated hardener information

Enhanced can thickness



Uniquely designed cans with a convex top help 
you maximize product use.
Benefit: Save up to 5% compared to other cans 
by easily emptying every last drop.

Crafted from high-quality tinplate and coated with a special lining.
Benefit: Protect your product from adverse reactions.

We use exclusively virgin PU grade 
solvents in our products.
Benefit: Ensure the highest quality 
finishes with pure, reliable solvents.

We employ nitrogen packing to extend the shelf 
life of hardeners.
Benefit: A longer-lasting, superior product, even 
after extended periods of storage.

Our transport packaging is made from  
100% recycled paper, which reduces waste 
and supports sustainability.

A leak-proof cap protected by aluminum foil 
prevents solvent evaporation.
Benefit: You keep 100% of your product.

Easy-to-open pouring spout allows  
for precise and mess-free dispensing.
Benefit: No more spills or wasted product.

Premium material and special coating

Virgin PU grade solvents

Nitrogen-packed for extended shelf life

100% Recycled

Precision pouring spout

Leak-proof cap with aluminum foil seal

Convex can top



R&D
All we envision, we 
produce and deliver!



SILCO's 5 pillars of innovation 

Establishing new trends, listening, delivering excellence1.
SILCO's R&D team is committed to innovating automotive refinishing products by carefully analyzing formulations and closely monitoring 
chemical compounds. Its dedication ensures high-quality, cutting-edge products that keep it ahead of its competition.

Innovating for excellence, simplicity, and longevity2.
SILCO's highly advanced testing facilities, equipped with superb equipment, enable rigorous quality control and ensure that our 
automotive refinishing products meet the highest standards, reflecting our commitment to excellence.

Listening, innovating, excelling3.
SILCO partners with leading raw material manufacturers and experienced automotive refinishers to elevate expertise and 
skill in product development. This collaboration ensures high-quality, customized solutions for professionals that are of vital 
importance in keeping a competitive edge in the the dynamic automotive sector.

Listening, innovating, advancing4.
SILCO's quality commitment is evident in our meticulous control process, from raw materials to finished products. 
Continuous monitoring and daily batch testing ensure consistent excellence in our automotive refinishing solutions.

Customer-centric innovation5.
SILCO's R&D focuses not only on meeting, but also on surpassing customer expectations by addressing 
their specific needs and challenges. This customer-centric approach is integral to delivering solutions that 
empower customers to excel and outperform their competition.



Boost your sales
Supreme marketing, sales, and technical proficiency

Extensive sales, technical 

and marketing support

Enhanced in-store visibility 

and sales performance

Wide-ranging and complete product  

portfolio attracts diverse customer base



Promotion wall assembled with Silco product display stands (prod. nr. 2348).

Merchandising and retail excellence



53% 3X

45%

Save up to Complete

Save up to

more time more jobs

more energy

Curing time

SFR products Standard products on the market

Energy cost Productivity

A solution for complete refinish in just 1 hour
Silco Fast Refinish

Scan the 
QR code to 
learn more!



Silco Fast Refinish Satisfied Customers!
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At the Car Doctor, we guarantee our customers 
"high-quality repairs in the fastest time for the best 
price" and Silco SFR products enable us to do just 
that. Faster drying time allows us to get cars back 
to our customers even quicker. 

Mr Terry Dimmock, owner
The Car Doctor, United Kingdom
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PERFIN®

Perfect finish by Silco

A wide range of carefully selected non-
paint products and accessories.

Optimize performance, improving 
productivity, efficiency and safety.

Our commitment to excellence goes beyond 
paint, ensuring top-quality refinishing 
products.



Proven quality of non-paint products

Enhanced 
performance

Uncompromising 
quality

Safety 
first



Abrasives



The plastic film backing provides durability 
and stability throughout the entire sanding 
process.

The perfect blend of flexibility and precision 
for contouring and finishing in a variety of 
applications.

Specialized hole-cutting technology pre-
vents abrasive surface deformation, ensur-
ing consistent performance while sanding.

Our abrasives boast three-dimensional 
mineral structures that stay sharp and self-
sharpen, delivering consistent cutting power.

FILM  
BACKING

FOAM-BACKEDHOLE-CUTTING 
TECHNOLOGY

SELF-SHARPENING 
MINERALS

SUPERIOR DUST 
EXTRACTION



3060-150 Abra-Sil Gold   
TOP PERFORMANCE ABRASIVE DISC 

Even and smooth  

finished surface

Abrasive minerals:

premium AlO

Special stearate coat  

prevents clogging



Structure

Special stearate coat (top coat) 
Prevents clogging

Phenolic Resin (size coat) 
Additionally strengthens the grains and 
prevents them from rolling

Premium Aluminum Oxide 
Outstanding strength and longer lifetime

Basic coat (make coat) 
Attaches the grains

Latex treated C weight paper 
Flexibility and durability

Velcro fastening 
Easy to use
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Diameter:
150 mm

Grit:
P60-P800

All you want from abrasive material. 
It delivers exceptional durability with 
strong abrasive minerals and flexible 
latex-treated C-weight paper backing. 
Their special stearate coat prevents 
clogging and delivers excellent cutting 
performance, a smooth surface, and 
efficient dust extraction with a center hole 
design. 

Abrasive particles Al2O3 from special abrasive minerals, combined with a durable and 
flexible backing, ensure durability and efficient, even sanding.

 › strong minerals for lasting use
 › special stearate coat prevents clogging
 › very efficient dust extraction
 › cost-effective with high-quality results

 › B-weight paper offers both 
durability and flexibility for various 
surfaces

 › premium aluminum oxide 
minerals ensure effective and 
efficient sanding

 › a stearate-coated layer and semi-
open structure provide excellent 
dust removal

3060-150 Abra-Sil Gold 3040 Abra-Sil Red
Top performance abrasive disc Top performance abrasive paper

Prod.Nr.:
3040-200

Diameter:
200 mm

Grit:
P80-P400

Grit:
P80-P400

Grit:
P80-P400

Grit:
P80-P320

Dimensions:
115 x 230 mm

Dimensions:
70 x 420 mm

Dimensions:
115 mm x 50 m

Prod.Nr.:
3040-230

Prod.Nr.:
3040-420

Prod.Nr.:
3040-115

Diameter:
150 mm

Grit:
P80-P500

Sanding disc is designed with top-
quality ceramic abrasive material and 
the latest backing film technology for 
fast cutting and extremely long service 
life. The 15-hole pattern removes dust 
more efficiently for a cleaner work 
environment.

 › excellent cutting performance due to 
ceramic abrasive material

 › longer durability and endurance

3080-150 Ceramic Disc
Highly efficient ceramic disc

Abrasives
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Diameter:
150 mm

Grit:
P80-P600

Efficient sanding discs with versatile 
material compatibility. Flexible paper 
backing for a smooth finish and durability. 
Offers a strong initial cut and extended 
lifespan for cost-effectiveness.

 › backing: latex-treated paper
 › abrasive minerals: aluminium oxide
 › special coating prevents clogging

3055-150 Starcut Gold
Efficient abrasive discs

Diameter:
150 mm

Diameter:
75 mm

Diameter:
150 mm

Dimensions:
115 mm x 25 m

Grit:
P1000-P2000

Grit:
P320-P1200

Grit:
P500-P800

Grit:
P240-P800

High-quality abrasive particles of 
aluminum oxide minerals and a durable, 
flexible film backing ensure exceptional 
precision and productivity in fine sanding. 
Particularly useful for surface preparation 
when creating transitions and removing 
imperfections in final finishes.

 › backing: film
 › abrasive minerals: premium AlO
 › special stearate coat prevents clogging

3075 Abra-Sil Green
Fine grit abrasive disc

Abrasive material on soft foam backing 
for manual treatment of nibs, scratches, 
and complicated contours.

Abrasive material on soft foam backing 
for manual or machine treatment of nibs, 
scratches, and complicated contours.

 › flexibility
 › durability
 › perforated
 › uniform surface
 › abrasive minerals: AIO

 › flexibility
 › durability 
 › uniform surface 
 › abrasive minerals: AIO

6160 Abra-Foam SBS 3170 Abra-Foam Soft
Foam backed abrasive roll Foam backed abrasive discs
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Diameter:
150 mm

Grit:
P1000-P5000

The number one option for quick sanding 
of fine schratches and small imperfections.  
Its abrasive minerals maintain sharpness 
longer due to wear-resistant properties. 
Pyramidal structured and self-sharpening 
carborundum minerals ensure durable, 
consistent sanding performance, ideal for 
removing small defects like dust spots and 
fine scratches.

 › backing: PET film and foam
 › abrasive particle coating: electrostatic 
coating

 › coating structure: semi-open system
 › sanding: wet&dry, fast, uniform, 
precise, and efficient

 › attachment: velcro system

3145-150 Trident
Fine finishing disc on foam backing

Special resins and abrasive materials on film backing make this dry sanding system 
the perfect solution for scuffing and finishing. A shallow and uniform scratch pattern 
ensures better results in less time than conventional sanding materials on most curved 
and concave parts. Colour coding makes for a better and faster recognition of the 
needed grit in the work process, avoiding unnecessary rework.

A superior abrasive tool engineered to 
deliver perfect solution for scuffing and 
finishing. Special resins and abrasive 
materials on high performance TPU film 
backing provide durable and flexible 
polishing, resistant to moisture and oils. 
A shallow and uniform scratch pattern 
ensures better results in less time than 
conventional sanding materials on most 
curved and concave parts.

 › flexibility, durability
 › for manual or machine treatment
 › uniform scratch pattern
 › film backing
 › velcro fastening

 › flexibility, durability
 › for manual or machine treatment
 › uniform scratch pattern
 › film backing, velcro fastening

3090 Siflex 3095 Perflex
Flexible dry sanding system Flexible sanding system

Dimensions:
ø150 mm (Disc) / 170 x 130 mm (Sheet)

Dimensions:
ø150 mm (Disc) / 170 x 130 mm (Sheet)

Grit:
Blue  P400-P600 / Yellow  P800-P1000 / Orange  P1200-P1500

Grit:
P600-P3000

Abrasives
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Fast and residue free removal of labels, 
stickers, decorative stripes, etc., without 
damaging the surface.

High performance flexible and 
durable cleaning discs made of nylon, 
impregnated with special abrasive 
minerals. Useful for removal of rust, 
protective coatings and welding drops 
down to bare metal.

 › suitable for all types of paints
 › rotation: left/right
 › flexible, durable

 › suitable for all types of paints
 › flexible, durable
 › special gear shape prevents surface 
overheating

3420 Tape-Off+
3430 Gear Shape Disc

CSD Cleaning Discs

3420 Tape-Off+
6240  
Disc 150 mm

6220 Disc 50 mm,  
Roloc type

6221  
Arbour

3430 Gear Shape Disc

Label removal disc

Dimensions:
100 x 20 mm

Dimensions:
115 mm x 10 m

Dimensions:
115 mm x 10 m (Roll) / 115 x 230 mm (Sheets)

Grit & Colour:
P360 - Red  / P1500 - Grey 

Grit & Colour:
P360 - Red  / P1500 - Grey 

A three dimensional, non-woven product, 
made of nylon which is produced and 
impregnated in a unique way to ensure 
stronger and long-lasting performance. 
Useful for cleaning, finishing and, above 
all, matting paint or panels before painting 
or making fade-outs. Due to its flexible 
structure, it can be used even on the 
hardest-to-reach places.

A three dimensional, non-woven product, 
made of nylon which is impregnated with 
special abrasives. Useful for cleaning, 
finishing and, above all, matting paint or 
panels before painting or making fade-
outs.

 › outstanding quality
 › excellent cutting performance
 › uniformly treated surface
 › long durability
 › suitable for wet and dry sanding
 › usable on both sides

 › excellent cutting performance
 › uniformly treated surface
 › durable
 › suitable for wet and dry sanding
 › usable on both sides

2270 Ezee-Flex Total 2260 Ezee-Scuff Roll
Premium scuffing-cleaning pad/roll Scuffing-cleaning roll
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Dimensions:
70 x 125 mm

Set includes:
Aplicator + 100 g

To be used with sanding discs:
ø150 mm

Solvent free black powder for easier 
control of sanded surface. The set 
contains an applicator and one refill of 
100 g.

Acrylic black matt paint in aerosol. To 
be used as control spray before filler 
sanding.

Rubber sanding block for wet and dry 
sanding.

Sanding block for manual sanding of 
uneven surfaces. Convex form of the 
sanding surface.

 › fastening: velcro
 › fastening: velcro

 › solvent free
 › no clogging of sanding paper

 › high covering power
 › economical use
 › fast drying

3540 Control Powder3550 Control Spray 2225 Dura-Pad Rubber 2223 Dura-Pad
Dry coat control powderControl black spray Rubber sanding block Manual sanding convex block

Content:
500 ml

Colour:
Black 

Abrasives
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To be used with sanding discs:
ø150 mm

Sanding block for manual sanding  
of even surfaces.

 › fastening: velcro

2220 Dura-Pad Block
Manual sanding block

To be used with sanding sheets:
115 x 230 mm

To be used with sanding sheets:
70 x 198 mm

To be used with sanding discs:
ø150 mm

Sanding block for manual sanding  
of even surfaces.

Sanding block for manual sanding  
of even surfaces.

Sanding block for manual sanding of 
uneven surfaces.

 › fastening: velcro › fastening: velcro › fastening: velcro

2207 Dura-Pad Block 3720 Dura-Pad Block 2208 Dura-Pad Block
Manual sanding block Manual sanding block Manual sanding block
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To be used with sanding sheets:
70 x 420 mm

To be used with sanding sheets:
70 x 200 mm

To be used with sanding sheets:
115 x 230 mm

To be used with sanding sheets:
70 x 400 mm

A versatile sanding tool tailored to various 
surfaces, from concave and convex to 
flat, thanks to its precise mechanical 
adjustments.

Sanding hand-block with an anatomic 
handle and a self-gripping profile.  
Suitable for sanding small surfaces or 
difficult areas.

Sanding block for manual sanding with 
dust extraction.

Sanding block for manual sanding of even 
surfaces with an absorption system.

 › fastening: velcro
 › fastening: velcro

 › fastening: velcro  › fastening: velcro

3760 Dura-Pad Flex 3750 Dura-Pad  
Sanding Block

2211 Dura-Pad Block 2212 Dura-Pad Block
Flexible manual sanding block  
with dust extraction Sanding block with dust extraction

Sanding block with dust extraction Sanding block with dust extraction

Abrasives
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To be used with sanding discs:
ø150 mm

Flexible, soft interface pad for final 
sanding.

 › fastening: velcro

4630 Soft Interface Pad 
Soft interface pad OUR DIST RIBUTORS

Partnering with Silco is the best 
decision we have made in over 33 
years in the automotive paint dis-
tribution business. Silco has made 
us feel like we are part of their 
family. Working with people you 
like and trust is very important to 
us. We are very proud to represent  
Silco and look forward to many 

years of continued success.

USA

PAUL FUS
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Putties -  
Bodyfillers
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Self-levelling technology is driven by its 
unique thixotropic behavior of the material, 
enabling effortless application.

Enhanced post-sanding surface assess-
ment with optimal color contrast, making 
sanded and unsanded putty easily distin-
guishable.

Improve your bodywork with materials that 
contain zinc phosphate and enable active 
anti-corrosion protection for prolonged 
longevity and cost-effective maintenance.

Boost productivity and profitability with 
refinishing materials that dry extra fast.

Excellent adhesion to various substrates 
(steel, galvanized steel, aluminium, polyes-
ter laminates, old paint, etc.).

Say goodbye to clogging issues with the ini-
tial sanding paper grit that allows a seam-
less sanding experience.

Achieve efficiency with higher starting 
sanding grit, reducing time and sanding pa-
per consumption by skipping a grit step.

Special light-weight filling materials are 
used to reach a low specific weight of the 
putty and to make sanding easier.

SELF-LEVELLING 
TECHNOLOGY

ENHANCED SURFACE 
ASSESSMENT 

ACTIVE ANTI-CORROSION 
PROTECTION

SUPERFAST 
TECHNOLOGY

ADHESION TO VARIOUS 
SUBSTRATES

FIRST CUT  
SANDING

REDUCED SANDING 
TIME

ULTRA-LIGHTWEIGHT 
TECHNOLOGY
LIGHTWEIGHT 
TECHNOLOGY
SEMI-LIGHTWEIGHT 
TECHNOLOGY



6090 B9 Multi-Azure   
HIGH PERFORMANCE SEMI-LIGHTWEIGHT PUTTY 

No clogging of sanding paper 

after 20 minutes from application

Excellent sanding -  

beginning with P180 grit

Perfect colour contrast between 

sanded and unsanded surface



BEFORE AFTER

Better surface assesment after sanding
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Super-fast and easy-to-sand, semi-
lightweight polyester putty is sandable 
after only 8 minutes at 20°C without 
paper clogging. It dries up to 50% faster 
compared to conventional putties.

The specific weight of only 1.3 kg/L allows 
for filling irregularities and dents with 
significantly less product (by weight) in 
comparison with conventional putties.

Blue colour enables better surface 
assessment after sanding due to perfect 
colour contrast between sanded and 
unsanded putty. It is easy to apply and to 
sand with fine-grained sanding papers, 
beginning with P180 or P240.

Green colour enables better surface 
assessment after sanding due to perfect 
colour contrast between sanded and 
unsanded putty. It is easy to apply and to 
sand with fine-grained sanding papers, 
beginning with P180 or P240.

 › specific weight: 1.45 kg/L 
 › ready to sand in 8 minutes from 
application

 › excellent sanding, beginning with P150
 › can be used as filling and fine putty

 › specific weight: 1.30 kg/L 
 › ready to sand in 12 minutes from 
application

 › excellent sanding, beginning with P150
 › can be used as filling and fine putty

 › specific weight: 1.43 kg/L
 › better surface assessment after 
sanding due to perfect colour contrast

 › extremely easy to spread
 › excellent sanding, beginning with P180
 › can be used as filling and fine putty

 › specific weight: 1.43 kg/L
 › better surface assessment after 
sanding due to perfect colour contrast

 › extremely easy to spread
 › excellent sanding, beginning with P180
 › can be used as filling and fine putty

6110 B11 SFR Superfast 6600 SFR Air-Bond 6090 B9 Multi Azure 6130 B13 Multi-Green
Fast, soft, semi-lightweight putty Fast, soft, light putty-bodyfiller High performance semi-

lightweight putty
High performance semi-
lightweight putty

Packaging:
1 L / 1.65 L

Packaging:
1 L / 1.65 L

Colour:
White 

Packaging:
1 L

Colour:
White 

Colour:
Blue 

Packaging:
1 L

Colour:
Green 

Putties - Bodyfillers
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It is easy to apply and to sand with fine-
grained sanding papers, beginning with 
P180 or P240.

This lightweight polyester putty provides 
strong, flexible repairs with easy 
application and sanding, perfect for 
aircraft repairs and surfaces needing a 
light touch.

Universal high-performance lightweight 
polyester putty excels at filling dents with 
less product weight, offering excellent 
adhesion to galvanized, electrozinc-
coated metals, aluminum, and steel.

Universal polyester putty, characterized 
by its fine texture, ease of application and 
good sanding.

 › specific weight: 1.43 kg/L
 › extremely easy to spread
 › excellent sanding, beginning with P180
 › can be used as filling and fine putty

 › very low specific weight: ~0.9 kg/L
 › high mechanical strength while 
maintaining good flexibility

 › easy mixing of the hardener and very 
easy to spread

 › excellent sanding, beginning with P120

 › specific weight: 1.27 kg/L
 › excellent sanding, beginning with P120

 › specific weight: 1.9 kg/L
 › excellent sanding

6100 B10 Multi-White 6120 B12 Multi-Ultralight 6080 B8 Multi-Light 6060 B6 Multisoft
High performance semi-
lightweight putty

High performance ultra-
lightweight putty

Universal HP lightweight putty - 
bodyfiller

Universal polyester putty - 
bodyfiller

Packaging:
1.5 L / 1.65 L

Colour:
Beige 

Packaging:
1 L

Packaging:
450 g / 1.9 kg

Colour:
White 

Colour:
Beige 

Packaging:
1 L / 3 L

Colour:
Yellow 
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Universal soft polyester putty.

The 6020 B2 Anti-Rust putty serves as a filler with superior anti-corrosion 
properties, eliminating the need for anti-corrosive primers on steel. This feature 
is particularly beneficial for classic car restorations and other tasks requiring 
robust corrosion protection. Its red oxide color aids in assessing the surface 
post-sanding, thanks to the color contrast. Its quick drying time and ease of 
sanding make it even more functional.

Polyester putty with aluminium particles 
for filling deeper holes or dents in thicker 
layers, without danger of cracking or 
sagging.

 › specific weight: 1.8 kg/L
 › good adhesion, even to galvanized 
metals and aluminium surfaces 

 › easy sanding

 › specific weight: 1.8 kg/L 
 › excellent sanding, beginning with P150
 › can be used as filling and fine putty

 › specific weight: 1.55 kg/L
 › strong adhesion, even to galvanized 
metals

 › soft sanding & non-sagging

210 Putty 6020 B2 Anti-Rust Putty 6150 B15 Multi-Alu
Universal soft putty Corrosion protective polyester putty Putty with aluminium

Packaging:
1 L

Packaging:
1 L

Colour:
Red 

Colour:
Beige 

Packaging:
1 L

Colour:
Aluminuim 

Putties - Bodyfillers
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This fiberglass-reinforced polyester putty combines high mechanical strength 
with flexibility, reducing cracking risk on large areas. It adheres well to multiple 
substrates, which makes it ideal for filling voids and reinforcing corroded car parts. 
The putty is easy to apply and sand, starting with P120 grit paper.

Top quality fast-drying finishing polyester 
putty with self-levelling technology 
designed for car body repairs. Can also 
be used as one-step filling putty. Ideal 
for large surfaces and for quick refinish 
repairs.

Special polyester putty, very flexible, 
designed to repair any kinds of plastic.

 › specific weight: 1.23 kg/L
 › high mechanical strength while maintaining good flexibility
 › excellent sanding, beginning with P120
 › easy mixing of the hardener

 › specific weight: 1.27 kg/L
 › self-levelling technology
 › excellent sanding, beginning with P150

 › strong adhesion on all kinds of plastic 
without special primer

 › grey anthracite colour allows over-
coating with any primer filler

6140 B14 Multi-Fiber 6170 B17 Glaze 6040 B4 Flexplast
Fiberglass reinforced putty Polyester glazing putty - bodyfiller Flexible putty

Packaging:
450 ml

Colour:
Green 

Packaging:
1 L

Packaging:
0.5 kg

Colour:
Green 

Colour:
Anthracite 

HIGH MECHANICAL  
STRENTGH
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Manual dispenser for cartridges in 
dimensions 99 x 248 mm (1.65 L) and 
hardener in 19 x 247mm. Exact dosing of 
hardener is adjustable from 1% to 3% in 
order to achieve the right mixture in all 
temparature enviroments.

2K Polyester spray filler to easily level 
small irregularities on larger surfaces.

BPO (benzoyl peroxide) hardener for 
rapid cold curing of polyester putties/
bodyfillers. It leads to rapid hardening 
even at lower temperatures.

Repairs holes, splits and cracks in steel, 
aluminium, glass fiber and wood.

 › cartridge closing mechanism
 › horizontal or vertical instalation

 › high filling power 
 › easy to apply with excellent flow
 › to be applied over bare metal, Polyester-
Fillers, Glassfiber containing surfaces or 
original coats 

 › 2-3% in polyester putties/bodyfillers
 › different speed means different potlife 
(red or blue)

 › perfect adhesion
 › sandable after 20 minutes (at 20°C)
 › can be covered by the majority of 
primers and paint systems

5920 Putty Dispenser 6880 SprayplastPolyester Putty Hardener 3270 Fiberplast+
Manual dispenser for cartridges 2K polyester sprayable putty Glass fiber repair kit

Packaging:
1.5 kg

Colour:
Grey 

Packaging:
50 g, 60 g (cartridge)

Packaging:
40 g

Colour:
Red 

Colour:
Blue 

6065 Standard hardener

6067 Slow hardener

Putties - Bodyfillers
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Width:
10 / 12.5 / 15 cm

Width:
12 cm

Plastic spreaders made of flexible, solvent 
resistant material.

Plastic spreaders made of flexible, solvent 
resistant material. Available in 3 different 
sizes. 

5061 Spreader Flex 5063 Putty Spreader Set
Set of 10 putty spreaders Set of 3 putty spreaders

OUR DIST RIBUTORS

Working with Silco has been a 
dream. Their professionalism and 
excellent communication make 
our interactions and collabora-
tions smooth and efficient. Their 
customer service is unparalleled, 
always providing timely and effec-
tive solutions to any issues we en-

counter.

NORTHERN IRELAND

EDDIE CRAIG
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Micronet technology used in production of
primers-fillers ensures an optimal fineness
of the filling material.

Eliminating the need for post-application 
sanding, achieving smooth surface and de-
livering superb finish results.

Eliminating the need for pre- or post-ap-
plication sanding on new e-coated parts. 
Wet-on-wet application allows you to save 
up to 50% of time.

Primer-fillers are produced in 3 colours, but
mixing them to prepare your own greyscale
colour is effortless.

MICRONET 
TECHNOLOGY

WET-ON-WET 
APPLICATION

E-COAT PRIMING 
TECHNOLOGY

3 COLOURS  
AVAILABLE

Ready-to-use convenience for professional 
-quality finishes without the need for addi-
tional equipment or mixing.

Achieve direct-to-metal anti-corrosion pro-
tection, preserving metal surfaces and sim-
plifying processes.

Achieve rapid, superior bonding directly on 
untreated, solvent-resistant plastics with-
out the need for pre- and post-sanding, 
which allows for 2x faster priming compared 
to conventional methods.

2K AEROSOL 
TECHNOLOGY

DIRECT-TO-METAL 
APPLICATION

DIRECT-TO-PLASTIC 
TECHNOLOGY

Improve your bodywork with materials that 
contain zinc phosphate and enable active  
anti-corrosion protection for prolonged 
longevity and cost-effective maintenance.

ACTIVE ANTI-CORROSION 
PROTECTION

Boost productivity and profitability with 
refinishing materials that dry extra fast.

SUPERFAST 
TECHNOLOGY



9900 M9 Surfacer   
UNIVERSAL HS PRIMER FILLER

Standard or high  

build application

Pronounced matting allows  

optical identification of dryness

Two hardener types for fast  

or normal drying speeds

Standard application - 60 min at 20°C

3950 Hardener

FAST SYSTEM 3:1



Standard / High Build application - 6-12 h at 20°C

92XX Hardeners group
      20 Extra fast
      30 Fast
      50 Standard
      70 Slow

STANDARD SYSTEM 5:1
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Packaging:
1 L / 3.5 L

Packaging:
1 L / 3 L

Packaging:
1 L / 3.5 L

Ultra-fast drying HS acrylic primer, 
suitable for both small and large repairs, 
provides a smooth surface and is very 
easy to apply without paper clogging.

Universal high build HS acrylic primer 
filler for spot or larger surface repairs. 
You can choose between two different 
hardener types to achieve fast or normal 
drying speeds.

Universal high build HS acrylic primer 
filler suitable for all kinds of repairs and 
different substrates. Top-quality 2K ultra fast acrylic primer-

filler in aerosol form, suitable for a fast 
repair process. With easy application it 
delivers smooth surface finish. › drying (20°C): 15-20 min

 › drying (60°C): 5 min
 › sanding is possible immediately after 
drying (in case of baking wait until it 
cools down)

 › easy to sand - saves time, effort and 
sanding paper

 › VOC compliant
 › hardener 5:1 (7125)

 › standard drying (overnight at 20°C) with 
5:1 hardener (9220, 9230, 9250, 9270) 

 › fast drying (60 min at 20°C) with 3:1 
hardener (3950)

 › improved filling power
 › fast drying, easy to sand - saves time, 
effort and sanding paper

 › smooth surface: superb topcoat 
appearance

 › VOC compliant

 › drying (20°C): 2.5-4 h
 › drying (60°C): 10-25 min
 › usable min. 30 days from activation
 › improved filling power
 › fast drying, easy to sand - saves time, 
effort and sanding paper

 › smooth surface
 › VOC compliant
 › hardener 4:1 (9082, 9085)

 › drying (20°C): 15-20 min
 › drying (60°C): 5 min
 › usable min. 30 days from activation
 › sanding possible right after drying (in 
case of baking wait until it cools down)

 › easy to sand - saves time, effort and 
sanding paper

 › no clogging of sanding paper

7120 M12 SFR Superfast 9900 M9 Surfacer 7080 M8 Acryfill7300 M30  
Superfast PrimerHS ultra rapid surfacer Universal HS primer filler Universal HS primer filler 

2K high build primer filler spray

Packaging:
500 ml

Colour:
White  / Grey  / Dark Grey 

Colour:
White  / Grey  / Dark Grey 

Colour:
White  / Grey  / Dark Grey 

Colour:
Grey  
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Packaging:
1 L / 3.5 L

Top-quality primer-sealer suitable for 
wet-on-wet application directly on new, 
unsanded e-coated panels. The E-coat 
primer 7100 M10 enables a fast repair 
process by eliminating sanding and 
drying times.

 › flash-off before overcoating: 30 
minutes

 › recoatability: up to 4 days
 › smooth surface delivers top finish 
results

 › VOC compliant
 › hardener 4:1 (9220, 9230, 9250, 9270)

7100 M10 2K Sealer
Wet-on-wet & E-coat primer-sealer

Packaging:
1 kg

Packaging:
500 ml

Direct-to-plastic primer has excellent bonding capabilities on untreated, solvent-resistant 
plastics. It can be overpainted with all common base coat systems, whether water-based 
or solvent-based, as well as with other 1K and 2K coatings. There is no need to sand or 
thermally treat the plastic part before applying the DTP primer. It enables at least 2 times 
faster priming on plastic parts compared to conventional plastic primers/additives.

 › flash-off before overcoating: 10 min
 › recoatability: up to 24 h
 › excellent adhesion on various plastic substrates (PP, PP-EPDM, PVC, ABS, etc.)
 › the primer should be applied as a wet-on-wet primer  
(no sanding before and after application).

 › smooth surface delivers top finish results
 › VOC compliant

7025 DTP Primer
Direct-to-plastic 1K primer

7026 DTP Primer Spray
Direct-to-plastic 1K primer

Colour:
White  / Grey  / Dark Grey 

Colour:
White  / Grey  / Dark Grey 

Colour:
Grey  

SAVE 50%  
OF THE TIME
needed for plastic part refinish

Additive for adhesion of 2K primer fillers 
on plastic substrates.

 › excellent adhesion on various plastic 
substrates (PP-EPDM, PP, ABS, PE, etc.)

 › additive does not affect the features of 
the primer filler (sagging, sandability, 
papper clogging, adhesion of basecoat 
and clear coat)

 › smooth surface 

7035 4Plastic
Adhesion additive for 2K primer 
fillers

Packaging:
500 ml

Learn how to save 
50% of time when 
priming plastic parts!
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Two-component, chrome-free self-
etching wash primer that offers excellent 
corrosion resistance. Suitable for priming 
steel, galvanized steel, and aluminum, it 
provides excellent adhesion and enhances 
the corrosion resistance of subsequently 
applied paint systems.

1K acrylic sandable primer characterized 
by quick drying and strong adhesion to 
substrates.

1K aerosol etch primer delivers even 
application, good fill, excellent corrosion 
protection and fast drying time.

 › flash-off before next coating: 10-15 min
 › application directly to new e-coated 
parts without sanding

 › chromate-free
 › recoatable with 2K primers/surfacers
 › do not apply under epoxy or polyester 
spraying putty

 › VOC compliant
 › hardener 1:1 (7225)

 › flash-off before overcoating: 30-60 min
 › recoatability: up to 48 h
 › overpaintable with synthetic, nitro, 
acrylic or urethane coatings

 › high covering power
 › fast drying
 › VOC compliant
 › VOC compliant

 › flash-off before overcoating: 15-20 min
 › recoatability: up to 24h
 › perfect adhesion to steel, zinc and 
aluminium surfaces

 › to be used as a welding primer, rust 
protection primer

 › for sand-through areas, spot repair and 
parts refinishing

7220 M22 Wash Primer7020 M2 Compact
2K chromate-free wash primerRapid 1K acrylic primer filler

4110 Etch-Prime
Etch primer spray

Packaging:
400 ml

Packaging:
1 L

Packaging:
1 L

Colour:
Grey 

Colour:
Grey 

Colour:
Grey 

One-component, high-filling, quick-drying 
primer filler in aerosol form, suitable for 
small repairs and sand-through areas.

 › flash-off before overcoating: 10-30 min
 › recoatability: up to 12 h
 › suitable substrate for all kinds of 
topcoats

 › resistant to anti-silicone degreaser
 › high filling power; easy to sand; fast 
drying

 › wet-on-wet application

1818 Fast-Prime
High build primer filler spray

Packaging:
400 ml

Colour:
White  / Grey  / Dark Grey 
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One component adhesion promoter for 
plastic substrates. Appropriate for most 
types of unprimed plastics used in the 
automotive industry, such as bumpers, 
trims, etc.

A corrosion-protective, epoxy-based 
primer with high filling power, offering 
excellent adherence and high resistance 
to chemicals.  › excellent adhesion

 › quick drying
 › two colours: 
•  slightly silver dyed for easier  
    assessment of application 
•  transparent

 › suitable for application over old paints 
or polyester putties

 › sanding possible only 90 minutes from 
application (using 2130 hardener)

 › easy application
 › easy to sand (wet or dry)
 › suitable for wet-on-wet application, 
followed by sanding of primer or topcoat

 › VOC compliant
 › hardener 3:1 (2120)
 › hardener 2:1 (2130)

7015 Adhesion Promoter
1K plastic primer

2110 Epo-Prime
2K high build epoxy primer

Packaging:
1 L, 5 kg, 20 kg

Packaging:
1 L

Fast-drying 1K aerosol epoxy primer 
offers excellent adhesion and corrosion 
protection, suitable for a range of 
substrates like galvanized metal, steel, 
stainless steel, aluminum, polyester 
putties, sanded factory coats, old paints, 
various plastics, and glass fiber materials.

Fast 1K adhesion promoter in aerosol 
form, suitable for priming a vast majority 
of plastic substrates. Appropriate for 
most types of unprimed plastics used 
in the automotive industry, such as 
bumpers, trims, etc.

 › flash-off before overcoating: 20-30 min
 › recoatability: up to 12h
 › suitable as a welding and rust protection 
primer

 › moisture-resistant
 › ideal for sand-through areas, spot 
repairs, and refinishing parts

 › high stability, can be sanded 
immediately

 › quick drying
 › slightly silver dyed for easier 
assessment of application

2100 Epo-Prime 7014 Adhesion Promoter
1K epoxy primer spray Plastic primer spray

Packaging:
500 ml

Packaging:
400 ml

Colour:
Grey 

Colour:
Grey 

Colour:
Transparent  / Silver 

Colour:
Silver 
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Quick-drying corrosion protection with 
excellent long-term effects. Containing 
99% pure zinc.

 › protection of scratches and welding 
points

 › corrosion protection of damaged 
galvanized surfaces

 › conductive intermediate layers in spot 
welding

4020 Z-Prime
Zinc protection spray

Packaging:
500 ml
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OUR DIST RIBUTORS

Decision to cooperate with Silco 
was the right one. Our business 
is growing thanks to excellent 
and unique quality of materials. 
Our customers are returning and 
spread positive feedback all over 
Finland. Additionally, Silco’s cat-
alogues and leaflets prepared in 
Finnish language enable us to ef-
fectively carry out our marketing 

activities.

FINLAND

ANSSI LITSILÄ
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Products
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Silco masking film is electrostatically and
corona treated, provides optimal clinging
and adjustment to the vehicle, enables easy
applications and positioning, and ensures
strong adhesion of paint on the film.

The special surface structure enables use 
on damp cars without leaving marks, allow-
ing moisture to evaporate and saving time 
by eliminating the need for rework or finish-
ing on the masked areas.

Silco masking film and paper are made from
quality materials and treated to prevent
bleed through (penetration) of waterborne
and solvent based paints to the surface.

Thanks to a unique natural rubber adhesive 
formula that leaves no residue and ensures 
a clean surface.

An exceptionally strong adhesive, provid-
ing  reliable bonding for tough applications, 
 ensuring durability and a performance you 
can trust.

MATERIAL
THICKNESS

ELECTROSTATIC & 
CORONA TREATMENT

BREATHABLE –  
NO MARKS

IMPERMEABLE

RESIDUE-FREE 
PRECISION

HEAVY-DUTY /  
VERY STRONG



4100 Aquatop   
PREMIUM MASKING FILM

Electrostatically loaded, holds 

on to the car and holds paint mist 

High thickness and 

resistance to tearing

Allows moisture to evaporate 

from the surface

17 µm



17 µm
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Width:
5 m

Width:
5 m

Width x Length:
4 x 150 m / 4 x 300 m / 5 x 120 m / 6 x 150 m

Length:
120 m

Length:
120 m

High-quality PE masking film with a 
special structure that prevents paint 
stains caused by residual humidity.

Top-quality PE masking film provides a 
quick and effective way to protect a car's 
body or its parts before painting.

Top-quality PE masking film provides a 
quick and effective way to protect a car's 
body or its parts before painting.

A special cutter designed for cutting PE 
masking film, with a magnet attached to 
the back for convenient storage.

 › high thickness and tear resistance
 › excellent adhesion to all types of paint 
and fillers

 › electrostatically charged for adherence 
to the car and retention of paint mist

 › resistant up to 110°C of object 
temperature

 › thickness: 17 µm

 › high thickness and tear resistance
 › excellent adhesion of paint or fillers
 › electrostatically charged – adheres to 
the car and captures paint mist

 › thickness: 11 µm

 › high thickness and tear resistance
 › excellent adhesion to paint or fillers
 › electrostatically charged for adherence 
to the car and capturing paint mist

 › thickness: 9 µm

4100 Aquatop 4200 Top-Mask 4500 Easy-Mask 5152 Film Cutter
Premium masking film Masking film Masking film Film cutter

Colour:
Green 

Colour:
Blue 

Colour:
Transparent 

17 µm 11 µm 9 µm
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Width:
60 cm / 85 cm / 120 cm

Width:
85 cm

Width:
6 mm

Width:
13 mm

Length:
350 m

Length:
200 m

Length:
55 m

Length:
50 m

Professional masking paper, laminated 
with a polyethylene layer to ensure 
impermeability, even to waterborne 
paints.

Highly flexible tape designed for multi-
color and intricate paint jobs.

High-quality, flexible adhesive foam tape 
designed for sealing gaps between the 
car body, such as doors and the hood, 
to minimize paint access during the 
refinishing process.

High-strength kraft masking paper with 
high density, making it impermeable to 
paints.

 › good adhesion for both paint and paint 
mist

 › resistant to solvents

 › easy to curve
 › temperature resistant up to 130°C

 › temperature resistant up to 95°C
 › smooth paint transition
 › highly absorbent foam
 › leaves no adhesive residue

 › good adhesion for both paint and paint 
mist

 › specific weight: 40 g/m²
 › manufactured from 100% virgin-grade 
cellulose

1030 Paper-Mask 
Premium

1020 Poly-Mask 1680 Fine-Line Tape 1040 Foam-Mask

Kraft masking paper

Plastified masking paper Flexible masking tape Masking foam
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Advanced adjustable adhesive foam tape 
for masking and achieving seamless 
blending of new paint on round panel 
lines.

 › temperature resistant up to 95°C
 › flexible
 › adjustable for curved lines
 › leaves no adhesive residue

1080 Q-Edge Foam Tape
Flexible no edge masking foam 
tape

Packaging:
500 pcs

Dimensions:
37.5 cm x 50 cm

Specially designed adhesive foam tape for 
easy edge masking. Quick and effortless 
placement on edges thanks to the flat 
design of semi-rigid foam.

 › provides a perfect edge finish
 › temperature resistant up to 95°C
 › leaves no adhesive residue
 › comes with a protective paper roll

 › strong adhesion and durability
 › resistant to water, sandblasting, and 
more

 › can be torn by hand

 › made of crepe paper

1090 T-Edge Foam Tape
No edge masking foam tape

Masking and mounting tape reinforced 
with textile.

7660 Mount Tape
Heavy duty adhesive tape 

Protective paper for vehicle floor 
protection.

1405 Floor Protect
Protective paper automotive  
floor mat

Width:
50 mm

Width:
15 mm

Width:
15 mm

Length:
50 m

Length:
25 m

Length:
25 m

Colour:
Black  / Sliver 
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 › non-adhesive edge for easier removal
 › temperature resistant up to 100°C
 › perforated for easier masking
 › suitable for waterborne paints

Masking tape with a polyester edge 
designed for masking rubber window 
trims.

2160 X-Mask 
Polyester edge masking tape

Width:
18 / 24 / 36 / 48 mm

Width:
50 mm

Width:
18 / 24 / 36 / 48 mm

Width:
18 / 24 / 30 / 36 / 48 mm

Length:
50 m

Length:
10 m

Length:
50 m

Length:
50 m

Highly moisture- and water-resistant 
professional-grade masking tape for 
automotive refinishing applications.

Professional-grade masking tape for 
automotive refinishing applications.

High-quality masking tape for automotive 
refinishing applications.

 › suitable for solvent and water-based 
paints

 › flexible and adaptable to irregular 
surfaces

 › leaves no residue thanks to natural 
rubber glue

 › provides a balanced amount of 
adhesion (high initial tack and secure 
adhesion)

 › easy removal without tearing
 › resistant up to 100°C for 30 minutes

 › suitable for solvent and water-based 
paints with impregnated paper

 › flexible and adaptable to irregular 
surfaces

 › leaves no residues due to natural  
rubber glue

 › provides a balanced amount of adhesion 
(high initial tack and secure adhesion)

 › easy removal without tearing
 › resistant up to 100°C for 30 minutes

 › suitable for solvent and water-based 
paints with impregnated paper

 › flexible and adaptable to irregular 
surfaces

 › leaves no residues due to natural  
rubber glue

 › provides a balanced amount of adhesion 
(high initial tack and secure adhesion)

 › easy removal without tearing
 › resistant up to 100°C for 30 minutes

1980 Dura-Tape WR 1880 Dura-Tape Premium 1780 Dura-Tape
Water masking tape 100˚C Premium masking tape 100˚C Professional masking tape 80°C
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Clear Coats & 
Paints
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Special formulation of polyol resin and a 
combination of selected isocyanates deliv-
ers optimal air drying features of the coat-
ing. This enables faster curing of 2-pack 
system at ambient conditions.

Silco’s research has proven that only the 
right combination of selected UV stabilizers
ensures an optimal protection of coating. 
This is an value of preserving the coating for 
many years to come.

The combination of polyol resins, selected 
isocyanates and special additives enables 
that the crosslinking is changed to ensure 
optimal chemical and physical properties of 
the coating.

Ready-to-use convenience for professional 
-quality finishes without the need for addi-
tional equipment or mixing.

Volatile organic compound (VOC) value 
maximum 420g/L.

FASTER AIR-DRY 
TECHNOLOGY

UV+ 
TECHNOLOGY

OVER CROSS-LINK 
TECHNOLOGY

2K AEROSOL 
TECHNOLOGY

VOC 420 
COMPLIANT

Boost productivity and profitability with 
refinishing materials that dry extra fast.

SUPERFAST 
TECHNOLOGY

Achieve direct-to-metal anti-corrosion pro-
tection, preserving metal surfaces and sim-
plifying processes.

DIRECT-TO-METAL 
APPLICATION
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Drying speed

Level of gloss

VOC

Mixing ratio

Recomended use

Repair size

9600 SFR X-Cure

420 g/L 420 g/L 420 g/L

1 : 1 2 : 1 2 : 1

Old timers / Show carsVery fast & small/medium 
size repairs

"All-rounder"

9130 X13 Spectrum 9120 X12 SupremeChoose the right clear coat
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420 g/L 420 g/L 580 g/L 577 g/L 550 g/L

Very fast & small/medium 
size repairs

"All-rounder" "All-rounder" "All-rounder" "All-rounder"

2 : 1 3 : 1 2 : 1 2 : 1

9100 X10 System Clear 9060 X6 UHS Clear Coat 9090 X9 Superfast 9050 X5 HS Clear Coat 9040 X4 HS Clear Coat

2 : 1



9600 SFR X-Cure  
UHS 420 ULTRA RAPID CLEAR COAT

Unbeatable balance  

between gloss and speed

Higher  

productivity

Extremely fast  

drying times
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Packaging:
1 L / 5 L

Packaging:
1 L / 5 L

Packaging:
1 L / 5 L

Ultra-productive UHS air-dried acrylic 
clear coat. No hardener & activator 
required in the base coat. Quick 
application and rapid drying enables fuel 
and electricity savings.

Fast-drying UHS clear coat is 
characterized by its short drying time, 
high gloss, long-lasting gloss retention 
and perfect levelling.

Superior high-gloss and “wet-look” acrylic 
UHS clear coat. Due to its outstanding 
gloss and DOI (distortion of image) results, 
it is perfectly suited for demanding 
projects.

2K rapid-drying clear coat in aerosol. Very 
fast drying without spray booth baking 
allows fuel and electricity savings. Easy 
application with smooth finish.

 › drying (20°C): 50-60 min
 › drying (60°C): 3-5 min
 › potlife: 60-70 min
 › polishing possible right after cooling
 › lower material consumption compared 
to other UHS and HS clear coats

 › long open time, no overspray problems
 › high UV protection
 › VOC compliant (<420 g/L)
 › hardener 1:1 (9650), no thinner

 › drying (20°C): 2-6 hrs
 › drying (60°C): 10-20 min
 › potlife: >60 min
 › very easy application with excellent 
levelling

 › brilliant and long-lasting gloss
 › high durability & resistance to yellowing
 › VOC compliant (<420 g/L)
 › hardener 2:1 (9122, 9123, 9125, 9127) 

 › drying (20°C): 12-18 hrs
 › drying (60°C): 20-35 min
 › potlife: 20-40 min
 › outstanding wet-look appearance and 
brilliant deep gloss

 › polishing possible right after cooling 
down or next day in case of air drying

 › VOC compliant (<420 g/L)
 › hardener 2:1 (9122, 9123, 9125, 9127)

 › drying (20°C): 90 min
 › drying (60°C): 7-9 min
 › potlife: 6–8 hours
 › polishing possible right after cooling
 › 2K aerosol technology
 › high UV protection

9600 SFR X-Cure 9130 X13 Spectrum 9120 X12 Supreme9006 SFR X-Cure Spray
UHS 420 ultra rapid clear coat UHS 420 rapid clear coat UHS 420 mirror look clear coat2K ultra rapid clear coat

Packaging:
400 ml
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Packaging:
1 L / 5 L

Packaging:
1 L / 5 L

Packaging:
1 L / 3 L

Packaging:
750 ml (500 ml + 250 ml) / 1 L / 5 L

High-quality acrylic UHS clear coat. 
Suitable for all kinds of applications, 
regardless the size of the job or spraying 
conditions. A true “all-rounder”.

Exceptionally fast air drying HS clear coat 
for larger surfaces or for spot repairs. No 
hardener & activator required in the base 
coat. Easy and quick application.

Very popular high quality HS scratch 
resistant clear coat characterized by its 
short drying time, high gloss and long 
lasting gloss retention.

The versatile high-quality acrylic UHS 
varnish is characterized by ease of use 
and excellent gloss of the lacquered 
surface.

 › drying (20°C): 8-14 hrs
 › drying (60°C): 20-30 min
 › potlife: 20-40 min
 › possibility to choose from 4 hardener 
speeds and 3 thinner speeds

 › very easy application with excellent 
overflow

 › VOC compliant (<420 g/L)
 › hardener 2:1 (9122, 9123, 9125, 9127)

 › drying (20°C): 60 min
 › drying (60°C): 5 min
 › potlife: 60 min
 › high durability & resistance to yellowing
 › hardener 3:1 (9125, 9127)

 › drying (20°C): 8-14 hrs
 › drying (60°C): 15-30 min
 › potlife: 60-120 min
 › very easy application with excellent 
overflow

 › high durability and resistance to 
yellowing

 › hardener 2:1 (9220, 9230, 9250, 9270), 
no thinner

 › drying (20°C): 8-10 hrs
 › drying (60°C): 20-30 min
 › potlife: 30-45 min
 › possibility to choose from 4 hardener 
speeds and 3 thinner speeds

 › easy application
 › excellent spreading
 › VOC compliant (<420 g/L)
 › hardener 2:1 (9122, 9123, 9125, 9127)

9100 X10 System Clear 9090 X9 Superfast 9050 X5 HS Clear Coat9060 X6 UHS Clear Coat
UHS 420 wide range clear coat HS ultra rapid clear coat HS SR high gloss clear coatUHS 420 wide range clear coat
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Packaging:
1 L / 5 L

Packaging:
1 L

High quality HS scratch resistant clear 
coat characterized by its short drying 
time, high gloss and long lasting gloss 
retention.

High quality, glossy clear coat in aerosol 
for spot repair in automotive refinish. 
Suitable also for waterborne base 
coats. Special formulation enables high 
durability and anti-yellowing protection.

X40 and X41 are HS semi-gloss and matt clear coats specially developed to reproduce 
a wide range of gloss levels by mixing them. Easy application delivers stunning smooth 
matt/semigloss appearance. The system is suitable for full body or panel repair.

 › very easy application with excellent 
overflow

 › drying time (60°C): 20-30 min
 › brilliant and long lasting gloss
 › high durability and resistance to 
yellowing

 › hardener 2:1 (9220, 9230, 9250, 9270), 
no thinner

 › drying (20°C): 60-90 min
 › glossy acrylic finish

 › easy to apply, easy to achieve a uniform finish without clouds
 › uniform low gloss/matt effect (9410: 0-10%)
 › uniform semi-gloss effect (9400: 50-60%)
 › smooth surface, high scratch resistance

9040 X4 HS Clear Coat 9400 X40 Semi Gloss
HS high gloss clear coat HS matt clear coatHS semi gloss clear coat

9004 Clear Finish
1K glossy acrylic clear coat

Packaging:
500 ml

9410 X41 Matt
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Packaging:
1 L

Packaging:
750 ml

Colour:
Black 

Colour:
Black 

1K black matt paint based on quality 
nitrocellulose resin.

High quality acrylic black matt paint in 
aerosol for general use.

This matt clear coat system is suitable for application directly on metal substrates that 
require a matt finish. The coating emphases metal appearance and protects the surface 
from weather influences at the same time. Matt clear coat X71 (0-5% gloss) can be 
mixed with glossy X70 clear coat (100% gloss) to achieve semi-matt, satin or semi-gloss 
appearance.

 › drying (20°C): 120-180 min
 › high covering power
 › quick drying
 › durability

 › drying (20°C): 20-30 min
 › good adhesion
 › high covering power
 › economic in use

 › excellent adhesion to aluminium, galvanized steel, steel, etc.
 › easy application
 › X70 and X71 can be mixed in any proportion for different gloss levels

7170 Black Finish 9005 Black Finish Spray9700 X70 DTM
HS enhanced adhesion matt coat Black matt paint Acrylic black matt paintHS enhanced adhesion coat

Packaging:
500 ml

9710 X71 DTM Matt
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Packaging:
750 ml

Packaging:
750 ml

1K special structured coating for plastic 
body parts.

A high gloss silver paint for restoring the 
appearance of wheel rims and decorative 
wheel covers. Based on nitrocellulose 
resin with high quality aluminium 
pigments.

1K special structured coating for plastic 
body parts.

 › drying (20°C): 30 min
 › drying (60°C): 15 min
 › direct application (without primer)
 › structure regulation with spraying 
distance

 › drying (20°C): 120-180 min
 › very good adhesion to a variety of 
substrates

 › suitable for chrome, metal and plastic 
parts

 › high covering power, economical in use

 › drying (20°C): 20-30 min
 › good coverage
 › direct application (without primer)
 › structure regulation with spraying 
distance

6116 B-Paint 9009 Rim Restore9008 B-Paint Spray
Bumper paint 1K silver wheel paintBumper paint spray

Packaging:
500 ml

Colour:
Black 

Colour:
Black  / Anthracite 

High gloss silver paint in aerosol for 
restoring the appearance of wheel rims 
and decorative wheel covers. Based on 
nitrocellulose resin with high quality 
aluminium pigments.

 › very good adhesion to a variety of 
substrates

 › suitable for chrome, metal and plastic 
parts

 › high covering power, economic in use

7007 Rim Restore Spray
Silver wheel sprayable paint

Packaging:
400 ml
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Paint in aerosol designed to protect 
surfaces exposed to high temperatures 
(exhaust, engine parts, etc.).

Highly resistant, tough, and slightly flexible 2K polyurethane-acrylic paint providing 
a scratch-resistant protective coating for different surfaces. It can withstand the 
toughest situations and protects against fuels and oils, water and salt. 

Can be used for:

 › excellent adhesion to different metal 
substrates

 › temperature resistant up to 600°C
 › anti-corrosion protection

 › high UV and weathering resistance 
 › excellent shock and scratch resistance
 › fine and coarse structures can be sprayed 
depending on the application.

 › strong adhesion on wide range of dry 
substrates

 › provides a tough scratch and stain 
resistant surface

 › can be applied with UBS gun, HVLP gun, 
roller, or brush

 › high resistance to fuels and oils
 › can be used as a sound-deadening 
product in wheel-housings,  
chassis of cars, trucks and other

 › simple and easy to use

1072 HT Paint Spray9001-9002 Bedliner
Thermo paint2K heavy-duty protective coating

Packaging:
500 ml

Packaging:
600 ml

Colour:
Black  / Silver 

Colour:
Black  / Tintable 

Spray can pre-filled with suitable 
propellant and thinner for filling with 
paint.

 › special aerosol head for paint 
application

9584 Prefill DME
Prefill spraycan DME

Packaging:
400 ml

HEAVY-DUTY
Highly resistant 2K coating
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Hardeners
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9122
9123
9125
9127

9220
9230
9250
9270 9650 3950

9075
9082
9085 7125

2120
2130 7225

Fillers
7120 M12 SFR Superfast - - - - - - -

9900 M9 Surfacer - - - - - -

7080 M8 Acryfill - - - - - - -

7100 E-Primer - - - - - - -

7220 M22 Wash Primer - - - - - - -

2110 Epo-Prime - - - - - - -

Clear Coats
9600 SFR X-Cure - - - - - - -

9130 X13 Spectrum - - - - - - -

9120 X12 Supreme - - - - - - -

9100 X10 System Clear - - - - - - -

9060 X6 UHS Clear Coat - - - - - - -

9090 X9 Superfast - - - - - - -

9050 X5 HS Clear Coat - - - - - - -

9040 X4 HS Clear Coat - - - - - - -

9400 X40 Semi Gloss - - - - - - -

9410 X41 Matt - - - - - - -

9700 X70 DTM - - - - - - -

9710 X71 DTM Matt - - - - - - -

9001 / 9002 Bedliner  - - - - - - -

Overview
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Polishing System
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The products contain no silicones and are
therefore suitable for use in the refinishing
bodyshop.

Aluminium oxide (Al2O3) polishing paste with 
nanoparticles and very high hardness level 
provides a perfect cut and excellent gloss in 
just one step.

SILICONE-FREE 
PRODUCT

NANO 
POLISHING
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Packaging:
500 g / 1 kg

Packaging:
500 g / 1 kg

Packaging:
500 g

Dimensions:
ø90 x 25 mm / ø145 x 30 mm

Advanced professional rubbing compound 
based on nano technology that enables 
one-step (one compound, one pad) 
polishing process. 

Advanced professional rubbing compound 
based on nano technology that enables 
one-step (one compound, one pad) 
polishing process. 

Advanced professional anti-hologram 
polishing compound based on nano 
technology, specifically formulated for 
removal of holograms.

High-quality polishing pads, available in 
various structures and hardness levels. The 
pads are designed for all types of polishing 
(from rough to fine) in the automotive, 
nautical, and other industrial sectors. They 
are compatible with both classic rotary 
polishers and random orbital polishers.

 › abrasive material: AIO
 › for machine or manual polishing
 › removes P1200 sanding scratches
 › for polishing with conventional (rotary) 
or random orbital polishing machines

 › compounding of fresh coatings and 
worn-out OEM coatings

 › suitable for ceramic clear coats

 ›  abrasive material: AIO 
 › for machine or manual polishing 
 › removes P1500 sanding scratches 
 › for polishing with conventional (rotary) 
or random orbital polishing machines 

 › compounding of fresh coating and 
worn-out OEM coatings 

 › suitable for ceramic clear coats

 › suitable for scratch resistant clear coats
 › abrasive material: AlO
 › for machine or manual polishing
 › optimal proportion between resin and 
abrasive powder reduces dust building

 › removal of P3000 sanding paper 
scratches

 › two sizes of polishing sponges (90 and 
145 mm)

 › extremely durable and compact material 
with open cut structure for better 
cooling

 › sliced stucture (white and yellow pads) 
for enhanced polishing efficiency

 › velcro fastening

3200 Moxi-Blue 3201 Moxi 3202 Moxi AH 3205-3215 Moxi Pads
One-step polishing compound One-step polishing compound Anti-hologram compound Polishing pads

Cut: Cut: Cut:

Cut: Cut: Cut:

Gloss: Gloss: Gloss:

Gloss: Gloss: Gloss:
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Packaging:
500 ml

Content:
2 clay bars (200 g)

Dimensions:
40 x 40 cm

Finish Inspection removes grease and 
dust and allows an objective assessment 
of surface quality after polishing.

This detailing clay bar can easily remove 
bugs, tar, road dirt, brake dust, oxidation, 
surface rust, paint overspray, and much 
more.

This cloth is perfect for detailing. It 
safely and easily removes residues from 
polished, glazed, and waxed surfaces, 
leaving a streak-free finish.

 › made of 80% polyester and  
20% polyamide

 › density: 380 gsm
 › seamless non-scratch edges for 
protection of surfaces during use

 › ideal for achieving perfect results 
on paint, glass, plastic, and chrome 
surfaces

 › ensures a mirror-like, highly polished 
finish

 › deep cleaning action that effectively 
removes impurities from any painted or 
glass surface, including a wide array of 
surface contaminants

 › contains titanium compounds which 
aid in removing very light damage, while 
specifically targeting and eliminating 
bonded surface contaminants

3280 Finish Inspection 8110 Clay Bar Coarse8067 Microfibre Cloth
Polish inspection cleaner Synthetic cleaning clay for hard CC Seamless double-sided  

microfibre cloth
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Bonding & 
Sealing Products
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4520 Fast 20 AOM  
PRIMERLESS WINDSHIELD ADHESIVE

No interference with  

antennas and window heating

1 hour  

drive-away time

Offers high torsional stability and  

is suitable for all vehicle types



 Compliant with the rigorous U.S. FMVSS 212 
safety standard
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Bitumen-based underbody protection in 
spray form.

Bitumen-based underbody coating 
developed for drip and sag-free application. 
It provides excellent and durable protection 
against corrosion, stone chips, salt, 
etc. Suitable for various chassis parts, 
underfloor panels, wheel castings, etc. 
Avoid applying it to brake or exhaust 
systems.

Quick-drying, overpaintable underbody 
protection.

Quick drying, overpaintable underbody 
protection in spray form.

 › strong adhesion on raw or painted 
metal, plastic materials and old 
underbody protection

 › builds a protective film against stone 
chips, salt, noise, etc.

 › it is not overpaintable  › excellent barrier formation
 › strong adhesion on raw or painted 
metal, plastic materials or old underbody 
protection

 › builds a protective film against stone 
chips, salt, noise, etc.

 › resistant to water, acid, alkaline solutions
 › it is not overpaintable

 › strong adhesion on raw or galvanized 
metal or old underbody protection

 › elasticity, durability
 › builds a protective film against stone 
chips, salt, noise, etc.

 › regulation of structure with pressure 
and distance

 › quick drying

 › strong adhesion on raw or painted 
metal, plastic materials, or old 
underbody protection

 › elasticity and durability
 › builds a protective film against stone 
chips, salt, noise, etc.

 › structure can be regulated with 
pressure and distance

 › quick drying

7005 Underbody 
Bitumen Spray

2015  
Underbody Bitumen

2040 Stone Chip Guard2005 Stone Chip Spray

Bitumen underbody protection Bitumen underbody protection

Overpaintable underbody 
protection

Overpaintable underbody 
protection

Packaging:
500 ml

Packaging:
1 kg

Packaging:
1 kg

Packaging:
500 ml

Colour:
Black 

Colour:
Black 

Colour:
Black  / Grey 

Colour:
Black  / Grey  / White 
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Protective coating based on special 
waxes in spray form. Its high melting-
point prevents runoff at higher summer 
temperatures.

Protective coating based on special 
waxes. High melting point prevents runoff 
at higher summer temperatures.

Professional application gun with spray 
regulation for stone chip protection, 
underbody bitumen, or cavity waxes.

A unique polyurethane adhesive repair 
material for plastic components, suitable 
for structural or cosmetic repairs. It 
is ideal for plastic bumpers, fenders, 
spoilers, lamp housings, radiators, 
and more, in the automotive and other 
industries. This adhesive is especially 
useful where quick cure times are needed 
on almost any type of plastic material

 › strong adhesion and penetration into all 
vehicle cavities

 › long-term protection from corrosion 
and noise

 › strong adhesion and penetration into all 
vehicle cavities

 › long-term protection from corrosion 
and noise

 › body made of nickel-plated aluminum
 › 900 mm probe for wax dosing
 › spray pattern and structure regulation

 › curing time: 1–2 min
 › further processing (such as sanding, 
thread cutting, etc.) possible after  
10–30 minutes

 › overpaintable after 60 min
 › resistant to oils, solvents, acids, etc.
 › solvent free
 › sold separately: mixing tips

3005 Cavity Coat Spray 3010 Cavity Coat 2006 UBS Gun 5050 Power-Fix
Cavity protection Cavity protection High quality gun with pattern 

regulation 
2K PU adhesive

Packaging:
500 ml

Packaging:
1 L

Colour:
Transparent 

Colour:
Transparent 

Packaging:
50 ml
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One-component, overpaintable, 
permanently elastic polyurethane mastic 
for sealing and bonding.

1K brushable seam sealer based on PU 
(Polyurethane). Once cured, it forms a 
strong, elastic layer with excellent sealing 
and bonding properties.

 › strong adhesion to most constructional 
materials (steel, galvanized steel, alu, 
wood, ceramics, plastic, etc.)

 › resistant to atmospheric influences and 
temperature

 › strong and elastic bonding
 › overpaintable with almost any paint
 › quick drying

 › overpaintable with solvent and water-
based paints

 › resistant to water, oil, gasoline, etc.
 › quick drying

5030 Power-Seal 1410 Seam-Seal
PU adhesive sealant Brushable seam sealer

Packaging:
300 ml

Packaging:
850 g

5003 Nylon brush

Colour:
White  Grey  Black 

Colour:
Grey  

Double-sided heavy-duty mounting tape. 
Its special acrylate adhesive activates 
upon application of pressure.

 › strong permanent adhesion and 
resistance to vibrations

 › resistant to gasoline, oils, UV, weather 
conditions, etc.

3109 Double-Sided 
Mount Tape
High strength acrylic mounting tape

Professional-grade application gun 
designed for use with 2K polyurethane 
adhesives.

4905 Application Gun
Application gun for 2K PU adhesive

Dimensions:
6 mm x 10 m / 12 mm x 10 m / 25 mm x 10 m
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High-quality, permanently elastic, black-
coloured silicone sealant.

This product is designed to both clean 
and prepare substrates (such as painted 
surfaces and ceramic coatings on 
windshields) for the application of Silco 
4520 Fast 20 AOM.

A primer that enhances the adhesion 
of Silco PU windscreen adhesives and 
sealants to glass. It provides added 
protection by creating a total barrier 
against UV light and is ideal as a base 
layer on windshields for both initial 
assembly and repairs in the automotive 
industry.

One-component, fast-curing, flexible 
polyurethane, high-strength bonding 
automotive glass adhesive. The 'All-In-
One Modulus' adhesive formulation offers 
high torsional stability and is suitable for 
all vehicle types. It ensures the vehicle's 
safe use just 60 minutes after windshield 
installation for airbag-equipped vehicles at 
23°C and 50% humidity, complying with the 
rigorous U.S. FMVSS 212 safety standard.

 › good adhesion on many substrates
 › resistant to high temperatures (up to 
230°C)

 › resistant to vibrations and excellent 
chemical resistance

 › suitable for sealing car lights, sumps, 
motor covers, etc.

 › easy to apply, stable - non-sagging
 › aging resistant
 › no primer required (only Activator 5090)
 › non-corrosive; prevents contact 
corrosion on aluminum bodywork

 › no interference with antennas/window 
heating

3002 Proseal 5090 Cleaner Activator 5082 Adhesion Primer4520 Fast 20 AOM
High temperature silicone sealant Primerless windshield adhesive Black adhesion primer

Packaging:
200 ml

Packaging:
250 ml / 30 ml

Packaging:
250 ml / 30 ml

Packaging:
310 ml

DR
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WAY TIME
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Applicator brush for applying 5090 
Cleaner - Activator or Black Primer.

5701 Applicator Brush

Packaging:
12 pcs
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OUR DIST RIBUTORS

Because Silco is a manufacturer 
with its own capable research and 
development division, they can be 
flexible and efficient in fulfilling our 
needs and the needs of our cus-
tomers. They also offer admirable 
technical support in their training 
center and at our customer sites 

as well.

SERBIA

NENAD RADOSAVLJEVIĆ
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Bodyshop 
Consumables
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Use of virgin grade raw materials delivers 
consistent consistent, repeatable refinish 
results in your products.

Use of sustainable recycled materials pro-
motes environmental responsibility, while 
also maintaining product quality and per-
formance.

VIRGIN GRADE RAW 
MATERIALS

SUSTAINABLE RAW 
MATERIALS



2950 Twist-Cup   
FLEXIBLE PAINT CUP SYSTEM

Available with 190 

or 125 micron mesh lids

Usable with a

variety of spray guns

Store unused paint 

for a later time
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Packaging:
1 L / 5 L

Packaging:
5 L

Packaging:
5 L

3-ply, lint-free, soft paper towels designed 
for cleaning and degreasing cars, tools, 
and body parts.

High-quality, anti-silicone degreaser 
for preparing surfaces before painting. 
Effectively removes residual grease, oil, 
wax, silicones, and more. Suitable for 
cleaning and degreasing various surfaces, 
including:

 › suitable for degreasing before painting
 › 100% cellulose, excellent absorption
 › extra strong, lint-free
 › resistant to solvents
 › sold separately: wall holder for rolls

 › bare steel, aluminum, zinc-coated steel
 › plastic parts, primers, surfacers, and 
fillers

 › all kinds of existing coatings

3030 Soft-3 9515 Anti-Sil 9525 Degreaser 25 8515 WB 
Silicone RemoverSoft 3-ply cleaning paper towel Antisilicone degreaser High strength degreaser 

Waterbased degreasing cleanerHigh-strength degreaser and silicone 
remover for surface preparation before 
painting. Effectively removes residual 
grease, oil, wax, silicones, and more. 
Suitable for cleaning and degreasing bare 
steel, aluminum, zinc-coated steel, plastic 
parts, primers, surfacers and fillers, and 
all types of existing coatings.

Waterborne pre-cleaner and degreaser 
designed for removing dirt, dust, swarf, 
and for degreasing various surfaces. 
It's suitable for use on old paint layers, 
transport primers, other types of 
primers, as well as on metal surfaces 
(including steel, aluminum, and galvanized 
pieces) and plastic surfaces before the 
application of water-based base coats.

Dimensions:
26 cm x 195 m
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Usable volume:
1 L

Dimensions:
30 x 38 cm 
30 x 38 cm

Dimensions:
32 x 36 cm 
32 x 36 cm

Packaging:
450 pcs, dispenser box  
500 pcs, roll

Packaging:
300 pcs, dispenser box  
35 pcs, package

Packaging:
1 pc 

Towel crafted from a special non-woven 
material, specifically intended for use with 
anti-silicone degreaser.

Highly absorbent, solvent-resistant 
cleaning cloth, designed specifically for 
use with anti-silicone degreasers.

Universal, resinous, wave-shaped tack rag 
with excellent dust-absorbing abilities, 
made from abrasion-proof, small-meshed 
spun rayon gauze. It leaves no residues 
when used properly. › high absorption

 › solvent-resistant and lint-free
 › very soft
 › sold separately: wall holder for rolls

 › sold separately: wall holder for rolls

 › easy to unfold
 › soft structure with high dust absorption 
power

 › leaves no residues

 › seals: Viton

2205 Towel TNT 2531 Blue-Tex 2206 Wave-Rag5203 Anti-Sil Sprayer
Antisilicone cleaning towel Antisilicone towel Wave tack ragAntisilicone sprayer

Professional sprayer featuring a PP 
(polypropylene) pump, designed for the 
application of anti-silicone degreaser. 
It has a usable volume of 1 L and an 
operating pressure of 3 bar.
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Packaging:
25 pcs

Packaging:
25 pcs

Dimensions:
32 x 40 cm

The tack cloth is primarily designed 
for use in water-based painting 
processes, ensuring zero resin transfer 
onto surfaces. Its composition offers 
maximum security in eliminating 
imperfections and dust particles, both 
before and between paint coats.

Water based wipe with a unique 80 g 
microfilament cloth impregnated with 
very low VOC degreaser.

 › pressure-sensitive adhesion
 › soft structure with high dust absorption 
power

 › leaves no residues

 › pressure-sensitive adhesion
 › soft structure with high dust absorption 
power

 › leaves no residue
 › improves the elasticity and gloss of 
paint

 › does not contain recycled solvents
 › special additives prevent bleaching
 › made from high-quality, pure raw 
materials

 › VOC compliant

2210 WB-Rag 2215 Anti-Static Wipe
Tack rag WB Antistatic degreasing wipe

Packaging:
1 L / 5L / 25 L

5555 Nitro Thinner

"High-quality, anti-bleaching nitrocellulose 
thinner, suitable for use in car refinishing. 
Ideal for diluting nitrocellulose coatings 
and serving as a cleaning agent.

Packaging:
25 L

5505 Solvent Cleaner
All purpose solvent cleaner

Thinner for diluting nitrocellulose 
coatings and for use as a cleaning agent.
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High-quality thinner for diluting acrylic 
and polyurethane coatings in car 
refinishing. Also suitable for solvent-
based base coats.

 › high-quality, extremely pure raw 
materials

The formulation of the thinner contains 
particularly valuable solvents that 
significantly improve the flow and gloss of 
the direct gloss paint or clear coat.

7030-7050-7070 
Maxx Thinner
Premium acrylic thinner

Packaging:
5 L / Slow, Standard, Fast
1 L / Standard, Fast
500 ml / Standard

Packaging:
1 L

5504 Universal Thinner
Universal PU grade thinner

Thinner for diluting acrylic and 
polyurethane paints and coatings.

Packaging:
1 L

5506  
Universal Hardener
HS universal acrylic hardener

Multi-purpose acrylic hardener suitable 
for 2K primer fillers, clearcoats, and more. 
It is based on high-quality isocyanate and 
is nitrogen-filled to extend its shelf life.

Packaging:
1L, 5 L

8510 WB Thinner
Universal waterbase thinner

Universal water-based thinner for diluting 
water-based base coats.
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Quality epoxy thinner for use in 
combination with 2110 Epo-Prime and 
2130 Epoxy Hardener (fast).

 › does not contain recycled solvents
 › high quality, pure raw materials

 › no more dry, patchy edges or visible 
repairs

 › no more dry, patchy edges or visible 
repairs

2115 Epoxy Thinner
Premium epoxy thinner

Packaging:
1 L / 5 L

Packaging:
25 L

5503 Solvent Cleaner
All purpose solvent cleaner

Nitro thinner for general use and in 
car refinishing. Suitable for diluting 
nitrocellulose coatings and cleaning tools.

Packaging:
1 L

6070 Fade-Thinner 6075  
Fade-Thinner SprayFade out thinner

Fade out thinner

Specially formulated thinner for dissolving 
overspray and fading out any edges 
created during spot repairs or blending, 
making the fading and blending of clear 
coats easy.

Specially formulated thinner for dissolving 
overspray and fading out any edges 
created during spot repairs or blending, 
making the fading and blending of clear 
coats easy.

Packaging:
500 ml

Bodyshop Consumables
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 › add: 1-3% (10-30 ml/1000 ml)
 › lid available separately

3130 Accelerator 1846-1851 Mix-Cup2403 Mix-Sticks 2404-2408 Mix-
Sticks2K accelerator Paint mixing cupPlastic mixing sticks

Aluminium mixing sticksUniversal accelerator for 2K polyurethane 
or acrylic car refinishing materials. 

The mixing cups are made of high-quality 
plastic and are marked with volume 
measurements and various mixing ratios.S shape

Packaging:
500 ml

Packaging:
385 ml / 750 ml 
1.400 ml / 2.300 ml

Packaging:
500 pcs, dispenser box 

Mixing ratio:
2:1 / 3:1 4:1 / 5:1 2:1 / 3:1
4:1 / 5:1 1:1 / 3:1

Length:
200 mm
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Usable volume:
180 ml / 400 ml / 600 ml / 850 ml

Packaging:
100 pcs

Packaging:
10 pcs

Strainer:
125 µ, 190 µ

2950 Twist-Cup 3365 Micro Tip 3330 Dust Needle3368 Touch-Up Bottle
Flexible paint cup system Applicator brush Bottle for paint

An easy and clean way to prepare paint, 
providing savings in material and operator 
time costs. It can be easily fitted to the 
most popular spray guns on the market 
thanks to dedicated adapters. The flexible 
paint cups make it possible to spray from 
all angles and eliminate the need for 
traditional mixing cups and filters. This 
system also enables the storage and later 
use of leftover paint

Applicator set with 100 retouch brushes, 
very handy for touching up small paint 
defects. 
Can also be used as a pen to draw very 
fine lines.

Dust needle for removal of dust particles 
on wet paint.

Plastic touch-up bottle with brush and 
mixing ball.

 › does not contain recycled solvents
 › high-quality, pure raw materials

 › solvent resistant 

Usable volume:
50 ml

Packaging:
50 pcs
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Size:
10.5 x 15 cm

2401 Testcolor Cards4220 Paint Strainers

Pre-primed metal cards for testing 
accuracy and coverage power.

Top-quality disposable paint strainer with 
a woven nylon mesh.

 › very fast flow-through
 › accurate straining
 › suitable for both solvent-based and 
water-based paints

 › attracts dust and paint overspray
 › resistant up to 85°C
 › does not affect the light spectrum
 › removable with water

Packaging:
250 pcs

Packaging:
25 pcs

Packaging:
5 L

2080 Anti-Dust
Dust and overspray protection

Clear, anti-dust, water-based surface 
coating for spray booths and lights.

Variations:
125 µ  / 190 µ 
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Tools & 
Accessories
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Our LVMP (Low Volume Medium 
Pressure) technology delivers efficient 
and consistent atomization. Precision 
components and quality metal 
construction boost productivity while 
reducing paint wastage. Matte chrome 
plating ensures durability and easy 
cleaning.

Premium air pressure regulator with a 
manometer gauge. It offers a wide range 
of precise pressure regulation. Made 
from stainless steel with a waterproof 
and solvent-resistant surface, it indicates 
working pressure in both "psi" and "bar" 
units. Suitable for use with spray guns and 
other pneumatic tools.

High-strength alloy construction, stainless-steel components for longevity, corrosion-
resistant seals for low maintenance, and ergonomic design for reduced fatigue. Its fine 
atomization, 360° rotation rotation, and included maintenance tools ensure a professional 
finish, perfect for automotive coatings.

 › atomization technology: LVMP
 › fluid tip size: 1.6 mm
 › optimal working pressure:  
2.5 bar (36 psi)

 › maximum working pressure:  
3.5 bar (50 psi)

 › fan width: approx. 28 cm
 › optimal spray distance: 20 cm
 › air consumption:  
250–310 L/min (9–11 cfm)

 › cup capacity: 600 ml

 › air consumption: 3 bar/ 12.8 cfm 
 › air inlet: 1/4'' BSP

Base Coat Spray Gun
 › atomization technology: LVMP
 › fluid tip size: 1.3 mm
 › optimal working pressure:  
2.5 bar (36 psi)

 › maximum working pressure:  
3.5 bar (50 psi)

 › fan width: approx. 28 cm
 › optimal spray distance: 20 cm
 › air consumption:  
250–310 L/min (9–11 cfm)

 › cup capacity: 600 ml

Clear Coat Spray Gun
 › atomization technology: HVLP
 › fluid tip size: 1.3 mm
 › optimal working pressure:  
2.0 bar (29 psi)

 › maximum working pressure:  
3.0 bar (43 psi)

 › fan width: approx. 30 cm
 › optimal spray distance: 17 cm
 › air consumption:  
400–450 L/min (14–16 cfm)

 › cup capacity: 600 ml

5410 Primer Spray Gun 5435 Pressure Regulator5420 Base Coat  
Spray GunLVMP air cap and 1.6 fluid tip Analog air regulator and gauge  

for spraygunsLVMP air cap and 1.3 fluid tip HVLP air cap and 1.3 fluid tip

5430 Clear Coat  
Spray Gun

Tools & Accesories
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A heavy-duty windshield stand with foam 
padding around the tubing.

A high-quality mobile turntable stand for 
painting various car body parts.

A high-quality microprocessor-controlled 
short-wave IR dryer with durable emitters 
designed for car paint curing. It offers 
powerful heat penetration into inner paint 
layers to accelerate the paint's molecular 
reaction.

The Sunlight lamp, with special LED 
technology, is ideal for various paint, polish, 
cleaning, or prep-zone operations. Also 
suitable for UV curing of small surfaces. › adjustable working height  › big wheels

 › stable construction
 › single-handed operation

 › digital LCD display
 › max. power: 3x1100 W
 › 3 IR lamps with individual ON-OFF 
control and automatic overload 
protection

 › uniform, focused curing area  
with no hot or cold spots

 › easily adjustable cassette assembly 
height with gas shock strut and  
360° rotation

 › curing area: 1200 x 1000 mm
 › replaceable components (sold 
additionally): replacement bulb

 › 3 colour temperatures for colour 
matching

 › ultra-high 5W COB LED
 › 6500 K
 › 500/250 lm (step 1/step 2)
 › 2.30h/4h operating time
 › UV peak wavelength 390-405 nm at 
irradiance 6 cm

7703 X-Stand 7705 Multi Stand 5330 IR-Dry 5560 Sunlight+
Heavy duty X-stand Multi parts spray stand Infrared dryer Portable LED colour matching lamp
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Enhanced airflow, moisture control, and 
comfort for a superior breathing solution.

Crafted with pure and microplastic-free  
ingredients.

Silicon rubber sealing ensures an airtight 
seal for optimal comfort, protection, and 
safety with every mask.

Ensures superior filtration and protection, 
that filters at least 94% of airborne parti-
cles, setting a high safety benchmark.

A1 standard masks are engineered to meet 
the demands of professional users who re-
quire reliable respiratory protection without 
compromising on comfort.

Ensures superior filtration and protection, 
that filters at least 94% of airborne parti-
cles, setting a high safety benchmark.

ENHANCED  
AIRFLOW

NATURAL  
FORMULA

PERFECT  
FIT

P2  
STANDARD

A1  
STANDARD

FFP2  
STANDARD
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Packaging:
12 pcs

Set includes:
1x silicon full face mask, 2x A1 type filters,  
4x P2 type prefilters, 2x prefilter holders

Set includes:

1x silicon full face mask, A1 type filter (pair),  
4x P2 type prefilters, prefilter holder (pair)

Size:
L / XL

Packaging:
50 pcs

High-quality silicone construction, resistant, 
easy to clean. Full-screen lens for clear view 
with anti-fog glass. Respirator protects 
against chemicals, dust, and fine powder. 
Unique head harness design ensures even 
weight distribution.

Crafted from high-grade silicone for safety. 
Features an adjustable, comfortable 
strap suitable for most head sizes. Offers 
excellent chemical resistance.

Disposable half masks provide light, 
effective, comfortable and hygienic 
protection against dust particles 
and mists. Types of use: sanding of 
old paints and coatings, sanding of 
adhesive, sanding, grinding, cutting and 
drilling of wood, smoke particles, waste 
management, pesticide fumigation, etc.

Professional superior quality glove, 
quality checked and certified. Resistance 
properties to mechanical injuries.

 › in accordance with EN 136:1998/AC:2003 
EN 143:2000/A1:2006 

 › simple assembly
 › Max Flow Exhalation Valve ensures low 
breathing resistance and silent breath

 › soft silicone body offers a comfortable fit 
to a face

 › replaceable components (sold separately): 
lens cover / replacement PC lens

 › in accordance with EN 136:1998/AC:2003 
EN 143:2000/A1:2006

 › simple assembly 
 › Max Flow Exhalation Valve ensures low 
breathing resistance and silent breath

 › soft silicone body offers a comfortable 
fit to a face

 › replaceable components (sold 
separately): 4x P2 type prefilters /  
A1 type filter (pair) / Prefilter holder (pair)

 › in accordance with N149:2001+A1:2009
 › adjustable elastic bands
 › adjustable nose clip
 › soft inner material
 › exhalation valve
 › class: FFP2 NR
 › protection: dust and non-toxic  
liquid aerosols

 › compliant with EN 420 and EN 388 
standards 

 › comfortable, elastic, and breathable 
gloves

 › the soft rubber-coated surface offers 
excellent grip, tactile sensitivity for 
small particles, and durability.

 › suitable for car refinishers and car 
mechanics

 › length: 240–255 mm

1450 Full-Face Respirator 1550 Pro Half Mask 1620 Dust Mask 7820 Soft-Grip
Reusable full-face respirator Respirator A1/P2 Disposable respirator FFP2 NR Protective gloves
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Size:
L / XL

Size:
L / XL

Packaging:
100 pcs

Packaging:
50 pcs

Packaging:
5 L

Packaging:
4 L

Professional gloves without lubricating 
powder, textured, with increased 
thickness and length, quality-checked 
and certified.

Multi-purpose, single-use disposable 
nitrile gloves for professional use. Highly 
biocompatible (does not contain any 
natural latex).

Dermohand cleaner gel for removing 
the toughest dirt. It completely removes 
varnish, putty, silicone, enamel, and 
similar products from the hands. The 
product does not contain microplastics.

Dermohand cleaner gel for tackling the 
toughest dirt. It effectively removes 
varnish, putty, silicone, enamel, and 
similar substances from hands. 

 › multi purpose
 › compliant with EN ISO 21420:2020 
standards

 › ambidextrous
 › length: 300 mm

 › powder free
 › beaded cuff
 › ambidextrous
 › compliant with EN 420

 › helps reduce the symptoms of dry, 
cracked skin

 › skin-friendly cleaning formula 
containing premium skin conditioners

 › pleasant orange scent
 › pH-neutral
 › does not contain microplastics
 › sold separately: wall holder, plastic 
pump

 › protects your skin during extended use
 › does not contain microplastics
 › sold separately: wall dispenser

6800 Dura Glove-Pro 5850 Dura Glove 1415 Orange Muscle 1425 Eco Clean
Protective gloves Protective nitrile gloves Hand cleaner gel for paint Abrasive hand cleaning paste

MICRO-
PLASTIC 

FREE
LATEX 
FREE

MICRO-
PLASTIC 

FREE
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Size:
M, L, XL, XXL

Size:
M, L, XL, XXL

Size:
M, L, XL, XXL

Durable polyester overall made from 
breathable fabric with ventilation mesh at 
the back and under armpits. The coat protects against general staining 

that can occur during paint spraying and 
prevents the contamination of the painted 
surface with dust and lint.

Our high-quality overall, with ventilated 
areas, is made from soft, breathable, 
anti-static fabric that meets CE Cat. III 
Type 5 & 6 standards. It includes a hood, 
protected zipper, and elastic-banded 
sleeves. › machine washable 

 › anti-static and tear-resistant
 › lint-free
 › two back pockets
 › closeable pockets for knee pads
 › nylon rib cuffs at the wrist 

 › dual-zip design with protective flap
 › adjustable drawstring hood
 › includes chest and side pockets
 › two convenient side pockets
 › elasticized wrist cuffs for comfort

 › ventilation areas for comfort
 › CE Cat. III Type 5 & 6 compliant
 › integrated hood and secure zipper
 › convenient self-adhesive pocket 
included

2350 Shield-Master Evo 2355 Shield-Master  
Evo Paint Coat

2309 Spray-Master
Polyester spray overalls

Polyester paint coat

Antistatic paint overalls
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OUR DIST RIBUTORS

We have been dealing with Silco 
for more than six years and have 
found them to be a reliable channel 
partner. They consistently produce 
top-quality products, resulting in 
strong repeat sales. Their staff 
and logistics are particularly good, 

making them easy to deal with.

IRELAND

GARY CLARKE
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Car Cleaning 
Products
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Dillution with water 1:50-1:67 1:20-1:50 1:30-1:50

Manual wash

Pressure washer

Interior cleaning

Wheels

8005 Multiwash Turbo 8030 Twister Turbo 8025 Rim PowerCar cleaning usage chart
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Ready for use Ready for use 1:20–1:30

8048 Rubber Black 8065 Gleam 8064 Tex+



8005 Multiwash Turbo   
HIGHLY CONCENTRATED DETERGENT

For best results, use of foamer is recommended

Very effective at  

removing insect residue 

Suitable for pre-washing, 

rims and motor cleaning

Removes fat, oil, waxes and  

other traffic film residues



Dilution with water

1:20
Degreasing, 

engine 
cleaning

1:33
Rim  

cleaning

1:50
Prewashing, 

insect 
removal

For best results, use of foamer is recommended
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Packaging:
1 L / 5 kg / 28 kg

Packaging:
1 L / 5 kg / 28 kg

Packaging:
5 kg / 28 kg

Packaging:
5 L

Highly concentrated and powerful general 
purpose alkaline prewash detergent/
degreaser. Mainly meant for personal 
vehicles. For the most stubborn dirt.

Highly concentrated premium shampoo 
for manual cleaning of bodywork and 
plastic parts.

Powerful acid based cleanser for wheels 
and alloy tyre rims. Very high content of 
active ingredient.

Premium quality, solvent based product 
for cleaning, nourishing and protecting 
rubber surfaces, especially car tyres.

 › removes fat, oil, waxes and other  
traffic film residues

 › pre-washing, rim and motor cleaning
 › insect residue removal

 › high viscosity, high foaming power 
 › tender to skin

 › degreases, easily removes  
brake dust residues, tar

 › removes limestone
 › does not harm the air valve

 › easy to apply with sprayer
 › quick drying, antistatic effect
 › excellent gloss which lasts up to 14 days

8005 Multiwash Turbo 8030 Twister Turbo 8025 Rim Power 8048 Rubber Black
Highly concentrated detergent Concentrated car shampoo Concentrated acidic cleaner Rubber cleaner & conditioner

100% Alcalinity 0% Alcalinity 100% Alcalinity

20% Foaming 100% Foaming 100% Foaming
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Packaging:
5 L

Packaging:
5 L

Gleam has been specifically formulated 
to offer optimal care and protection for 
your car interior. Using modern polymer 
technology, Gleam offers all care solutions 
for dusty and faded surfaces on door 
panels, dashboards and vinyls while 
providing optimal protection. 

Universal, concentrated mild detergent 
for machine cleaning of car seats, covers, 
upholstery, carpets and most hard 
surfaces.

Universal, active foam cleaner quickly and 
effectively removes stains on all kinds of 
surfaces.

A heavy duty, highly effective all-purpose 
cleaner for cleaning and  degreasing, 
suitable for different surfaces. Quick 
acting, does not harm  treated surface. 
Suitable as polish inspection. Allows an 
objective  assessment of surface quality 
after polishing.

 › cleaning and protection
 › semi-glossy appearance 
 › pleasant scent
 › long-lasting and antistatic  
protective film

 › dry stable foam, easy to remove
 › effective in use with vacuum cleaners
 › colour refreshing, pleasant scent 
 
Dilution with water:

 › 1:20–1:30 (machine cleaning)

 › active foam with pleasant scent
 › quick and active functioning
 › for all kinds of surfaces  
(glass, textile, etc.)  › effective removal of labels or  

adhesive residues 
 › cleans and removes residual grease,  
oil, silicones, etc. 

 › based on 100% vegetable solvents 
(contains no chlorinated hydrocarbons 
or petroleum based solvents) 

 › pleasant citrus scent

8065 Gleam 8064 Tex+ 4004 Ultra+ Clean 4600 Citrus Cleaner 
Clean & protection cockpit milk Foaming power textile detergent Universal foaming cleaner aerosol Heavy duty cleaner-degreaser aerosol

Packaging:
500 ml

Packaging:
500 ml
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Refill:
600 ml

Set includes:
Headlight restorer polymer,  
heating jug, instructions for use

Usable volume:
1.5 L

Experience easy headlight restoration, effectively eliminating scratches, 
yellow oxidation, and haze. This kit serves as a comprehensive solution for auto 
headlight refurbishment, safeguarding the longevity and luminosity of the car's 
headlights, ensuring lasting performance and clarity throughout the years.

Professional sprayer with PP pump, for 
applying acid based detergents.

 › effortlessly renews headlights for enhanced visibility and safety
 › quick application saves time while ensuring a long-lasting result
 › preserves and increases a vehicle's resale value

 › usable volume: 1.5 L
 › operating pressure: 3 bar
 › with safety valve
 › plastic jacket wand to protect the non-
return valve

 › specially coated spring
 › seals: FPM (Viton®)

5204 Sprayer RIM ACD
Professional sprayer for acidic 
detergents

Before After

Scan the QR code 
to watch the video:

Cockpit dashboard cleaning and care, 
produced on basis of quality cleaning and 
nourishing components.

 › cleans, polishes and nourishes  
at the same time

 › protects from dust, dirt and moisture
 › colour refreshing
 › antistatic
 › pleasant paradise scent
 › available in glossy and matt

8003 Cockpit Cleaning  
and Care
Cockpit cleaning and care aerosol

Packaging:
600 ml

Finish:
Glossy / Matt

8040 Relumens
Headlight renovation kit
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Length:
max 245 cm

Size:
40 x 40 cm, 4 pcs

Usable volume:
10 L

Professional, heavy duty wash brush 
with telescopic flow through handle for 
cleaning hard-to-reach areas.

Set of four professional-grade microfibre 
towels, each in a unique color, ensures 
scratch-free surface cleaning. Whether 
used with or without cleaning agents, 
they deliver a streak-free finish, making 
them ideal for tasks like removing 
ceramic coating, detailing sprays, wax, 
compounds, sealant, glaze, polish, etc.. 

 › easy grip handles
 › scratch free removal of stubborn dirt
 › 28 cm wide brush head
 › handle extends up to 245 cm
 › brass quick coupler for water pipe
 › replaceable components (sold 
separately): brush head

 › 80% polyester / 20% polyamide
 › overlock stitches
 › washable up to 90°C
 › 4 pcs in 4 colours

8390 Telescopic Brush8063 Microfibre Towel 2236 Bucket Silco
Telescopic brushSet of supersoft microfibre towels Plastic bucket 10 L
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Technical 
Aerosols
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1010 Brake Cleaner  
HIGH PERFORMANCE ASSEMBLING CLEANER

Does not harm rubber  

& plastic parts

Contains high share 

of pure acetone

No cloths and  

brushes required
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High pressure application

Used for cleaning:

Car brakes before and after cleaning
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A highly active special cleaning agent 
for cleaning oily and greasy machine 
parts, disc brakes, brake parts, and other 
surfaces. It does not contain recycled raw 
materials.

Versatile, efficient lubricant and rust 
remover for loosening corroded and 
stuck bonds.

A highly effective specialized cleaning 
agent for removing oil and grease from 
machine parts, disc brakes, brake 
components, and various surfaces. It 
does not contain any recycled materials.

Professional sprayer with a nylon pump 
for applying brake cleaner. 

 › provides a high cleaning effect and 
contains a significant amount of pure 
acetone

 › leaves no residue
 › non-corrosive and safe for rubber or 
plastic parts

 › cleans and removes rust
 › offers lasting protection from corrosion
 › supplants moisture (also in electrical 
contacts and conductors)

 › offers strong cleaning with acetone
 › leaves no residue
 › non-corrosive and safe for rubber and 
plastic parts

 › usable volume: 1.5 L
 › operating pressure: 3 bar
 › with safety valve
 › plastic jacket wand to protect the non-
return valve

 › seals: FPM (Viton®)

1010 Brake Cleaner 4540 Rust Solvent1050 Brake Cleaner 5208 Sprayer BC
High performance assembling 
cleaner in aerosol

Assembling cleaner Rust solvent MoS2Sprayer for applying brake cleaner

Packaging:
600 ml

Packaging:
500 ml

Packaging:
25 L

Usable volume:
1.5 L

Very effective in loosening corroded and 
stuck bonds.
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Fat-free, non-dripping lubricant with an 
exceptional penetrating effect. Suitable 
for greasing and preventing squeaking 
of various rails, gaskets, locks, hinges, 
runners, and more. Ideal for visible 
applications where total cleanliness and 
effective lubrication are required (repels 
dust).

A premium high-temperature anti-seize 
lubricant, parting, and anti-corrosion 
agent. Prevents seizing and sticking, cold 
welding, wearing, and tearing, as well as 
rust.

A multipurpose aerosol with a 6-in-1 
formula for instant effect.

 › penetrating effect
 › resistant to pressure
 › temperature resistant  
from -50°C to +210°C

 › high adhesive power
 › silicone-free
 › heat-resistant up to +1300°C

 › unfastens rusted screw joints
 › drives out moisture in electrical 
contacts and fine cracks

 › prevents squeaking and creaking noises
 › provides long-lasting corrosion 
protection

 › removes rust
 › lubricates runners and hinges

5500 Thyxo Lube 3004 Coppex 4400 Multi 6
Universal lubricant Anti-seize lubricant Multipurpose 6in1 aerosol

Packaging:
500 ml

Packaging:
500 ml

Packaging:
500 ml

Transparent lubricant for conveyor belts, 
slide rails, guide ways, and locks. Provides 
outstanding sliding capability on nearly all 
surfaces. Also functions as a conditioner 
and parting agent for plastics, rubber, 
wood, and metal surfaces.

 › leaves no stains
 › prevents surfaces from sticking and 
squeaking

 › protects electrical contacts from 
oxidation and corrosion;  
also water-repellent

 › suitable for fitting rubber parts
 › caution: do not apply to windows

5005 Silicoil
Transparent silicone lubricant

Packaging:
500 ml
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Showcase your dominance with our 
shark-inspired T-shirt, a symbol of Silco 
brand.

This specially designed hoodie is tailored 
exclusively for the elite community of 
skilled car painters.

You belong to a community of 
professionals who strive for nothing 
less than perfection, delivering flawless 
results that showcase the artistry of your 
work.

Proof that classics are still awesome. 
Silco logo on the chest and bellow the 
collar on the back.

The cold will no longer be your enemy, 
quilted, feathery to the touch and with a 
fitted hood and chin protector.

2349 T-Shirt Silco Shark2259 Hoodie Silco 2338 T-Shirt Silco Logo 2266 Hooded Light Jacket
Premium T-ShirtPremium Hoodie Premium T-Shirt Comfortable, lightweight,  

water repellent

Size:
M / L / XL / XXL

Size:
M / L / XL

Size:
M / L / XL

Size (Men's):
S / M / L / XL / XXL / XXXL

Size (Women's):
S / M

 › two front pockets with zip
 › carry bag included
 › water resistant and windproof
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Casual vest for you to combine as you 
want. Quilted, feathery to the touch and 
with a chin protector.

Crew neck T-Shirt made of 100% ring-
spun cotton with a printed Silco logo on 
the front side. Available in black colour.

2288 Bodywarmer
Comfortable, lightweight,  
water repellent

Size:
S / M / L / XL / XXL

Size:
S / M / L / XL / XXL

Size:
S / M / L / XL / XXL

Size:
Unisex

Polo shirt made of 96% cotton and 4% 
elastane micro pique with a printed Silco 
logo on the front side. For a comfortable 
fit, this polo shirt has a fold-down collar 
with a two-button placket and short 
sleeves.

This comfortable, chunky knitted beanie 
is all you need to keep your head warm.

 › two front pockets with zip
 › carry bag included
 › water resistant and windproof

2321 T-shirt Silco 2242 Polo shirt Silco 2538 Knitted Beanie
Cotton T-shirt Polo shirt with elastane Warm winter hat
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The ultimate energy booster designed 
specifically for car painters and car 
enthusiasts alike.  
 
With its specially crafted formula, it 
provides a powerful burst of energy, 
enabling you to achieve a higher level 
of endurance and concentration, and 
complete your projects with unmatched 
speed and precision.

Elevate your style and protect your eyes 
with Silco Polarized Sunglasses. Featuring 
sleek black frames with a 3D embroidered 
Silco logo and polarized lenses for 
ultimate clarity.

Round wall clock with a diameter of 35 cm 
in black color. Battery included.

2025 Silco Energy Drink2342 Sunglasses Silco 2356 Coffee Cup 2325 Clock Silco
Refinish energy boosterPolarized sunglasses Coffee cup Wall Clock

Size:
M / L / XL / XXL

Diameter:
35 cm

Colour:
Black
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High-quality color printed Silco logo on 
polyester fabric, resistant to different 
weather conditions. Flying banner 
consists of printed flag, multi-sectional 
bendable stick and foldable metal base.

The entire system is packed into a small 
carry bag for convenient transport. Easy 
to set up and use, suitable for indoor and 
outdoor use.

Quick and easy to assemble with no 
screwing. 

2326 Flying Banner Silco
Flexible advertising stand

Dimensions:
92 x 165 cm

Dimensions:
200 x 100 x 40 cm

Dimensions:
24.5 x 37.5 x 9.0 cm

A matte finished high quality rope handled 
shopper made of processed laminated 
paper with a soft look.

2348 Product Display  
Stand

2243 Bag Silco 2343 Notebook Silco

200x100x40 cm
Gift bag Flip notebook

 › Each stand includes:  
4 shelves and 9 hangers
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The icon of a classic writing instrument. 
Functional right down to the last detail. 
Relaxed writing with a self-confident, 
high-quality ballpoint pen.

Writing pad A4. Contains 50 lined sheets 
of paper with printed color logo, with 
glued header, with perforation and two 
holes for easier archiving.

2232 Ballpoint Pen Silco2246 Writing Pad Silco 2249 Lighter Silco 2247 Sticker Silco
Push ball penA4 writing pad Cricket lighter Stickers

Promotional articles
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OUR DIST RIBUTORS

We are happy and full of anticipa-
tion to have started an exciting 
collaboration with Silco. Their sup-
port has been fantastic, always re-
sponding to our questions quickly. 
The deliveries of orders have been 
very reliable and prompt. The prod-
ucts we and our customers have 
tested meet all our high standards, 
and the feedback has been very 
satisfactory. We believe that, to-
gether with Silco and their product 
range, we will reach new heights.

SWEDEN

TOBIAS LUNDQVIST
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